9.5
MORE VISIBLE* TO TAKE THE HEADACHE OUT OF YOUR FIVE-COUNT

WHEN YOU MANAGE UP TO 30 FIVE-COUNTS A DAY, IT’S THE LITTLE THINGS THAT MAKE THE BIGGEST DIFFERENCE.

MULTIGATE Fluro-Tec®

Multigate Fluro-Tec® swabs and sponges contain a fluorescent, non-absorbent, green-yellow thread to make blood-soaked Fluro-Tec® nine and a half times more visible* to the naked eye.

Simplify your 5-count, visit: Multigate.com.au/flurotec

*Luminance contrast performance of Fluro-Tec® compared to a standard swab or sponge, independently verified under a control study “Multigate Fluro-Tec® Luminance Contrast Assessment”, Ergonomie Pty Ltd, 04/07/2019.